Scientific Journals Impact Factor Ranking
The impact factor, often abbreviated IF, is a measure reflecting the average number of citations to articles published in science and social science journals.

Ranking of Economics journals based on the Impact Factor ...
The impact factor (IF) or journal impact factor (JIF) of an academic journal is a scientometric index which reflects the yearly average number of citations to recent articles published in that journal.

Impact factor - Wikipedia
Welcome to official website of SJIFactor Project. SJIFactor.com is an international, recognized platform for promoting scientific achievements, as well as supporting publishers and scientific communities interested in state-of-the art research activities in innovation and applied science areas.

Impact Factor Search
1. Introduction. Journal impact factor (JIF) is one of the popular scientometrics indexes in evaluating the quality of scientific journals. According to, Garfield formula the impact factor (IF) of a journal for year $X$ is the ratio of the number of citations of papers that are published during years $X - 1$ and $X - 2$ to the total number of ...

Normalized impact factor (NIF): An adjusted method for ...
In academic publishing, a scientific journal is a periodical publication intended to further the progress of science, usually by reporting new research.

Scientific journal - Wikipedia
Thank you for valuable information. Actually i am looking for a list that sorted all ISI journals by their impact factors, I have seen something like this in UTM, but i am curious that can i find ...

Where can I find journals list sorted by impact factor in ...
A high impact factor journal is a measure of a journal's 'reputation' among the peer group. It measured as no. of citations in the last 2 yrs per paper published in that journal.

High and low impact factor journals: what difference does ...
Developed originally from the need to compare the journal influence or performance, the impact factor provides nowadays the main quantitative tool for ranking, evaluating, categorizing, and comparing journals.

Journal Ranking and Average Impact Factors - iipopescu
Sponsors are needed for our database, interested can send their proposal to review.gif@gmail.com; Publishers can ask the status of their journals after 7 days by mailing at: review.gif@gmail.com

Journal Search | Global Impact Factor
Journal Impact Factor is from Journal Citation Report (JCR), a product of Thomson ISI (Institute for Scientific Information).

Journal Impact Factors - Science Gateway
This essay was originally published in the Current Contents print editions June 20, 1994, when Clarivate Analytics was known as The Institute for Scientific Information® (ISI®).

Impact factor - Clarivate

Journal Ranking and Average Impact Factors - iipopescu
Journal Citation Reports . SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) Journal Citation Reports. Journal Citation
Reports provides ranking for journals in the areas of science, technology, and social sciences.

**Journal Impact Factor (IF) - Measuring Your Impact: Impact ...**
Research Journal Impact Factor (RJIF) provides quantitative and qualitative tool for ranking, evaluating and categorizing the journals for academic evaluation and excellence.

Ranking i wyszukiwarka czasopism Impact factor z listy MNISW, czasopisma punktowane MNISW, lista filadelfijska 2013.

**MNISW czasopisma punktowane, impact factor, ranking ...**
Carl Bergstrom and Jevin West each presented work from the Eigenfactor project at the International Symposium on Science of Science this week in Washington, DC.

**Eigenfactor: Revealing the Structure of Science**
Science is a massively parallel human endeavor to explain and predict the nature of the physical world. In science, knowledge is acquired cumulatively and collaboratively—and the principal mode for sharing this knowledge is the institution of scholarly publishing.

**Eigenfactor: About**
Impact Factor: As reported in the most recent release of the JCR, four of the eight AACR journals rank in the top 8% of oncology journals with regard to Impact Factor.

**AACR Journals Metrics | American Association for Cancer ...**
Welcome To WJPR! WJPR is a worldwide multidisciplinary, monthly published, open access, peer-reviewed, online pharmacy journal. The aim of WJPR is to serve as a means for updating the scientific knowledge of the international audience in the pharmaceutical forum.

**Welcome To WJPR!**
Update 11/3/2011: Jan Peters from TU Darmstadt's Intelligent and Autonomous Systems group also maintains a historical account of robotics (and machine learning) journals' impact factors, complete with discussion and analysis.